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Consider a random variable ~ with values in the set z+= {O, I, 2, ... }. We say that the dis
tribution of ~ has the property of convex ratios (or ratio convexity property) if for all kEZ+ 

where ~k=P{6~k}/P{s~k~I}, and the class of all these distributions will be called DCR (dis
tributions with convex ratio). 

It is easy to check that the class DCR is not empty. Indeed, it contains all the geome
trical distributions Pk==:P{s=k} = (V-I)y-k, ,,>1, k=l, 2, ... , for which 

We will show that the Poisson distribution Pk=e-x~~, k-'O, 1, ... ; 
parameter) is DCR. 

Note that for the Poisson distribution 

11 J 

where Sk(X)= ~ ~1' 
1=0 

\ 

distribution 

The inequality corresponding to the property of convex ratios of the Poisson distribu
tion has two applications in queueing theory. 

The first application concerns the bound on the mean queue length in the EkIGIlll°o queue 
and the second is in the proof of monotonicity and convexity of the mean number of customers 
in the stages of the closed system GIIMI1IN. 

More precisely, consider a one-line queueing system EkIGIlll°o with an unbounded queue 
and an Erlang input stream of customers with arbitrary service time distribution. Then the 
mean queue length satisfies the inequality [I, 2] 

'Translated from Problemy Ustoichivosti Stokhastichesklkh Modelei, Trudy Seminara, pp. 
17-22, 1986. 
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pI (u~ +u~) 
L<,. 2(I-p) , 

(1) 

where p < 1 is the system load and vI and Vs are the coefficients of variation of the input 
intervals and the service time, respectively. 

In what follows, we consider a two-stage closed system GIIMIIIN with N customers [3]. 
Assume that the first stage has N servers and the second has one server and (N - 1) waiting 
places. The waiting time in the first stage has an arbitrary distribution and the waiting 
time in the second stage is exponentially distributed with parameter A. The mean service 
time in the first stage is 1/~. Denote by L(p, N) the mean number of customers in the first 
stage, p = A/~. Then for a fixed p, L(p, N) is monotone and convex in N. 

These properties of the function L(p, N) have been used without proof in a number of 
theoretical and applied studies [3, 4, 5]. 

We will show below that the bound (1) and the properties of the function L(p, N) follow 
from an elementary inequality for the function 

k J' 

5 k (x)= ~~I ' 
j~O j 

which at the same time implies that the Poisson distribution is DCR. 

1. THE INEQUALITY 

We prove the following theorem. 

THEOREM 1. For all x~O, n~2, we have the inequality 

S"-2 (x) + SI! (x) <,. 2 SI!-t (x) • 
Sn-t (X) SMI (x) Sn (x) 

This means that the Poisson distribution is DCR. 

Proof. Subtracting 2 from both sides, we obtain 

2x 71 x n- I 

nl S" (x) (n-I)! S"_I (x) 

xn~l 

IS <0, (n + J) IITI (x) 

and dividing by xn/n! > 0, 

2 n x < O. 
Sn (x) - XSrz~1 (x) (n + J) S"+I (x) 

Let 

Fn=F" (x) = (n + 1) 5 n+1 (x) - xS" (x), SI! = Sn (x). 

It is easily checked coefficient by coefficient that 
rz 

Fn (x)= l: 51 (x). 
I~O 

From (4) we have 

(n-1-1) 5n+l =Fn +xSn> xSn-t = nSn-Fn-t. 

Substituting these relationships in (3), we obtain 

2 n 
-s;;-- nSn-Pn-. -p-=-rz ""';-x"S'n- < O. 

Since all the denominators are clearly positive, this inequality is equivalent to 

nSnFn-2FnFn_t-XSnFn-t < ° 
or, by postivity of FnFn-l' to 

nSn _xSn<2. 
Fn-, Pn 

Now,~equality (4) is equivalent to 
xSn-t = nSn _ 1. 
P n- I Fn-l 

(2) 

(3) 

/ 
/ (4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 
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Adding (7) to (6), we obtain 

x5/1_. _ x5 11 < 1. 
F /1-' P n 

or 

which is equivalent to (2). The proof of this inequality is by induction. 

Check the inequality for n = 1: 

I+x 1 _L ~= I + x_I + J.-=2 > O. 
/ x· 

211 +x+ T )-X(I +x) 
I X 2+x x x(x+2) 

Let (8) hold for n - 1: 

Adding (7) to (9), we obtain 

(n-I)5 n _. 

P"-2 
x51l _, <2. 
P n -. 

(n-I)5,,_. _ n5" <' 1 
F n- 2 F n-. '-. . 

Using (5), we see tht this is equivalent to the inequality 

which may be rewritten as 

We will show that 

In-I) 5,,_. 
Fn_.-5n _. 

/lS" 
F,,-51! <1, 

~>_n_5n-, __ 1_ 
F n n-1 F n -. 11- I' 

_1I_5n_, __ I_>Sn_, _.-!. 
11-1 Pn-. 11-1 Fn-l x· 

The last inequality is equivalent to 

SII_' > l-!!.=.!., 
F n-. x 

or, using (5), to 
11-1 > E n _. 

x F n-1 ' 

The last inequality is easily checked coefficient by coefficient. 

From (10) and (11) we obtain (8), and thus (2). QED. 

Theorem 1 leads to the following corollary. 

COROLLARY. For x > 0 and n> m > I> 0, we have the inequality 

C ~-mH S II-I (x) S n-m+1 (x) < S II (x) S n-m (x) < S 11-1 (x) S n-m+1 (x). 
Cnl 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

( ll) 

(12) 

Proof. Note that the inequality (2) implies convexity of the sequence Sn(X)/Sn+l(X) in 
n. Therefore, for n>m>I>O we may write 

Sn_1 (x) , SII_",_I (x) <C.. Sn-l-t (x) I Sn-m"'-' (x) 
5 n (x) T Sn-m (x) "" Sn-I (x) T Sn-m>1 (X) • 

Since d~ Sn (x)-= Sn-dx), the last inequality is equivalent to 

(fn S /I (x»' + (In Sn-m (x»' <;: (In S n-I (x))' -+ (In S n-m.1 (x»,. 
or 

L rn Sn (x) Sn-m (x) <;: O. 
dx Sn-I (x) Sn-m+l (x) 

From the last inequality we obtain that the function under the log sign is monotone de
creasing, and so 
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lim Sn (x) Sn-m (x) .,;:.. Sn (x) Sn-m (x) .,;:. Sn (0) Sn-m (0) 
x-++oo S"_I (x) Sn-m+l (x) "" Sn-/ (x) Sn-m+l (x) "" Sn .. / (0) Sn-m+l (0) • 

Since So(O) = 1 for all n = 0, 1, •.. , and 

lim Sn (x) Sn-m (x) 
.1'-++00 Sn-I (x) Sn-mH (x) 

(13) leads to the inequality (12). QED. 

(n-I)! (n-m+ I)! 
nl (n-m)! 

2. APPLICATIONS 

Consider the queueing system EklGIl11M with the parameters defined above. 

THEOREM 2. The mean length of the EkIGII~ queue satisfies the inequality (1), 

p2 (t!J+t!~) 
L< 2(1-P) • 

Proof. The proof relies on the functions 
k-\ 

B(t)=M(/-tt= e~1.I ~(k-':'j)(~?j, 
j~O 

k-\ 
1 e-)'t ~ ('J..t/ 

C(t)="2 M [(/-W]2=2X2 ~(k- j)(k-j+ l)jI' 
j~O 

where I is a random variable identically distributed with the intervals of the k-th order 
Erlang input, A=kjMI. 

(13) 

From the results of [1, 2] and Little's formula [3], we 'obtain that the inequality (1) 

/J is equivalent to 

MC (S + W):;;;. k 2k I 1M (I - S)]2 + } M (I - S), 

where S is the service time and W the stationary waiting time in the system. The last in
equality immediately follows from the relationship 

k-I 1 C (t):;;;. ---:;;;- B2 (t) + T B (t). (14) 

Indeed, integration by parts both sides of the inequality (14) over the distribution 
F(x)=P{W+S~x}, substituting the formula MB(S+W)=M(l-S) [1, 2] in the resulting inequal
ity MB2(S+ W);;;?:[M (l-S)y, we obtain (1). In order to prove (14), substitute in this inequal
ity the expressions for the functions B(t) and C(t). Then we obtain 

It-\ . [k-\ j ]2 k-I J 
{-~ (k- j)(k- j -1) (~~/ :;;;. k;1 e-I.I ~O (k- j) (~? + ~O (k- j) (~~) . 

After simple algebraic manipulations, we obtain 

eX~(k_j)(k_j_l)x.j:;;;. k-I ~(k-j) x; , k [k-1]2 
j=O J I k /=0 j 

where x = 'At, x:;;;.O. 

Let us prove the stronger inequality 

~ ~ k-I x k k-\ [k-l / ]2 
~nI~o (k-j)(k-j-l)71:;;;'-k- ~O (k-j)jI . 

It is easy to show that this inequality is equivalent to 

k-I S2 ) S k (x) S k-2 (x) :;;;. -;;- k-1 (x , 

which follows from (12) for n = k, m = 2, t = 1. QED. 

Now consider the two-stage closed system GIIMIIIN. 
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THEOREM 3. The mean number of customers in the first stage L(p, N) of the queueing 
system GIIMIIIN is monotone and convex in N. 

Proof. We know [6] that the mean number of customers in the first stageMIMIIIN of this 
system is equal to the mean number of customers in the first stage of the system MIMI liN with 
exponential distribution parameter A. 

Therefore, 

(15) 

The inequality L(p, N) > L(p, N - 1) is thus equivalent to 

S N-I (p) S N-2 (p) 
SN(P) >SN_I(P) , 

which directly follows from the right-hand side of (12) for m = 2, ~ = 1. This proves mono
tonicity. 

To prove convexity of L(p, N) in N, note that using (15) we transform the inequality 

L(p, N-2) +L(p, N)~2L(p, N-l) 
into (2) for x = p. QED. 

Concluding Remarks. The study of the property of convex ratios of distributions of 
random variables is of both independent and applied interest in our opinion. For~ontinuous 

distributions, the class DCR apparently should be defined as follows: the distributi~m F(x) 
is DCR if there exists a density f(x) such that the ratio f(x)/F(x) is a convex function of 
the argument x. 

It is advisable to investigate the status of this class of distributions for the common 
distributions of queueing and reliability theory; such as IFR distributions, "y-MRLA, and 
others [3, 7, 8], and also to determine the set of operations that leave the random variables 
in the class DCR. This will be done in forthcoming studies. 
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